RANGE MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT TASKS & PROJECTS.
Rake leaves from the driveway and parking area.
Replace the broken downspout on the rain collection system.
Add additional hurricane clips to the shooting platform roofing.
Replace damaged or missing signage around the range property.
Put lime on the range shooting area infield and the berm (Spring).
Put lime on the range shooting area infield and the berm (Fall).
Cut, remove, and stack into burn piles the downed saplings from left side of the
shooting area.
Remove the nails from the surplus PT lumber at the right side of the shooting area.
Remove the spent projectiles from the sand in the 15-yard bullet box.
Clean up the front of the range property (cut up downed trees, remove debris, rake up
leaves, etc.)
Remove, if possible, the paint from the vandalized (right) side of the club range sign on
Pine Hill Road.
Add new boards to the bottom of the vertical shiplap on the front of the shooting
platform (2 or 3 extra rows).
Install a new target support system on the rifle side of the range.
Add protective boards to the front of the bullet box fronts.
Install rain deflection boards between the front of the shooting platform and the baffles.
Put a fresh coat of paint on the shooting platform, baffles and other areas, where
needed.
Repair / replace the security gate drop rod (left side).
Complete the construction of the walls and supports on the shooting platform.
Complete the installation of the concrete shooting benches.
Install “Firing Line Is Hot / Firing Line Is Cold” flag or signal system.

Install a projectile collection system at the 100-yard berm (similar to bullet boxes on the
pistol side of the range).
Install rubber padding on the left side of the shooting platform floor (after installation of
concrete shooting benches).
Put out the additional practice bags and archery netting in the archery practice area
(Spring).
Bring in the additional practice bags and archery netting from the archery practice area
(Late Fall).

